
Heerema Marine Contractors has renewed its LTSSP with Kongsberg Digital for an additional five years, ensuring ongoing support
teamed with state-of-the-art simulation for their training and digital twin operations
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Heerema renews its system support
contract with Kongsberg Digital for a
further five years

Horten, Norway, December 6th, 2021 –Kongsberg Digital is pleased to
confirm that Heerema Marine Contractors (HMC) has renewed its Long-Term
System Support Program (LTSSP) contract with the company for another five
years. The LTSSP is in support of a K-Sim Offshore Crane simulation system,
which features digital twins of HMC’s semi-submersible construction vessels,
ships and barges. HMC’s simulation center is located at the HMC



headquarters in Leiden, the Netherlands.

Renewal of the LTSSP ensures Kongsberg Digital’s continued commitment to
maintaining Heerema’s simulators at the leading edge of available
technology, from hardware upgrades through to additional ship models,
library objects and equipment models. Installed in 2015 as one of the world’s
most advanced offshore heavy lift crane simulators, its usage ranges from
confirming feasibility of new methods and equipment to optimizing efficiency
and safety performance for current execution methods.

“By renewing this LTSSP we are ensuring that our clients, offshore crew and
project teams continue to benefit from the most advanced simulation-based
training and project preparation on the market, simulating real-world scenarios,”
comments Jan Pieter de Vries, Manager Simulations and Visual Products, HMC
Academy. “Kongsberg Digital have proved a competent partner, working in close
collaboration with the team here at HMC to ensure that training and simulation
needs are met. We are pleased to confirm our ongoing relationship.”

Heerema’s simulator platform was developed specifically by Kongsberg
Digital to meet Heerema’s requirements. As a leading marine contractor in
offshore renewables and oil and gas, specializing in transporting,
commissioning, and decommissioning offshore facilities. The Simulation
Center is a real-time offshore environment where offshore crew and project
teams examine all project aspects and associated risks. It includes two
offshore crane operator domes and a bridge with K-Sim DP simulator, based
on the same Kongsberg Maritime K-Pos DP systems used on HMC’s vessels.
Detailed models of Heerema’s SSCVs, Heavy Lift Vessel, tugs and barges
ensure realistic scenarios and enable detailed pre-mission training for heavy-
lift projects.

“HMC’s renewal of this LTSSP is a clear endorsement of the capability and
longevity of our maritime simulation solutions,”concludes Andreas Jagtøyen,
Executive Vice President Digital Ocean, Kongsberg Digital. “Our commitment
to supporting the maritime industry is not limited to providing the best
technology, but also extends to ensuring that our customers gain value from their
investment for years to come, through long product lifecycles and extensive
service, provided by our 24/7 support network. Our LTSSP program elevates our
relationship with our customers beyond just being a vendor to rather act a trusted
partner.”
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KONGSBERG DIGITAL

Kongsberg Digital, a subsidiary of KONGSBERG, is a provider of next-generation
software and digital solutions, to customers within maritime, oil and gas, and
renewables and utilities. The company consists of more than 500 software experts
with leading competence within the internet of things, smart data, artificial
intelligence, maritime simulation, automation and autonomous operations.
Kongsberg Digital is the group-wide center of digital expertise for the
KONGSBERG group. kongsberg.com/digital

KONGSBERG

KONGSBERG (OSE-ticker: KOG) is an international, leading global technology
corporation delivering mission-critical systems and solutions with extreme
performance for customers that operate under extremely challenging conditions.
We work with nations, businesses and research environments to push the
boundaries of technology development in industries such as space, offshore and
energy, merchant marine, defense and aerospace, and more. KONGSBERG has
about 11,000 employees located in more than 40 countries, creating a total
revenue of NOK 25.6bn in 2020. Follow us on: kongsberg.com, Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn.
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